Block Chain

What is it – How does it work – What can it do ?
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Introduction – In recent news
AGEFI - 02/03/2016 (extract)
Quarante des plus grandes banques mondiales, parmi lesquelles HSBC, Citigroup et BNP Paribas, ont testé un nouveau
système de transactions obligataires utilisant la technologie de validation « blockchain » (dont la monnaie virtuelle bitcoin
est la déclinaison la plus connue), […]
Elles estiment que ce type de technologies peut être synonyme d'économies en réduisant le nombre d'intermédiaires et en
améliorant la transparence des transactions.
Le Conseil de stabilité financière du G20 a inscrit samedi dernier l'évaluation des implications systémiques des fintech à son
programme de travail de 2016, ce qui pourrait conduire à la mise en place d'une réglementation spécifique, afin d'éviter que
de nouvelles technologies ne viennent déstabiliser le système financier mondial.
Historical trends in Google searches show a strong correlation between Bitcoin and Blockchain, but Block Chain has
recently skyrocketed on its own:

Bitcoin:
Bitcoin scandals
– Silk road closure by FBI (Oct. 13)
– MT. Gox bankruptcy (Feb. 14)

Block Chain:
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Introduction – Goal of this presentation
1. Broadly understand the technical principles behind Block Chain
2. Have an idea of the reality of Block Chain today applications
3. Understand the news and sort out what is realistic and what is not in the
current euphoria context
4. Have a broad idea of how and when it could have an impact on Banking
Industry, and/or Securitisation

Bank of America CEO - 17/11/2015 – 2015 Banking and Financial Services Conference
« The question is a cultural one, of keeping your company always pressing and learning and being curious. [it’s] learning
from all this companies what’s going on and why, what Block Chain means versus what Bitcoin meant […] »
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Agenda
1- What is Block Chain & Bitcoin – What is the link between them?
« Without the Block Chain, there is nothing special about Bitcoin, and without Bitcoin, there is no incentive to utilize the Block Chain » (Glenn Hutchins
– Co-founder of $26Bn PE Firm Silver Lake Partners)

2- Current Block Chain applications: Detail of Bitcoin & Other finance and
non-finance applications
3 - Different paradigm: Private Block Chains vs Public Block Chains

4 - What can be expected in the future? Example of Smart Contracts

5 - Hurdles, problems and open questions
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Definition and general principle
! As a general principle, Block Chain is a technical infrastructure which aims at creating a consensus on information
without relying on any central authority.
! From a technical point of view, a Block Chain is a Database, where information is publicly stored, forever
accessible, and can never be modified.
! In general, the Block Chain is publicly available, and any individual can own a local copy; the information remains
secured, private and linked to their owner thanks to cryptographic protocols.
! A principle of consensus must be defined in order to ensure that a unique version of the “truth” of the Block Chain is
accepted among every user.
• In the classical centralised system, a trusted third party is chosen to be the unique recipient of the information
• In a decentralised system - also called Private Block Chain - the consensus is shared among several trusted
parties. For instance, the Ripple Block Chain (which allows for cross-border payments) uses a consensus defined
by supermajority of a list of trusted servers
• In a fully distributed system - also called Public Block Chain - the consensus is shared through more
complicated means, because the central assumption is the absence of trust between individuals. This is the case
for Bitcoin Protocol.
Example of the relevant use of Block Chain: the payment system. How to be sure that an individual actually owns the
money that he wishes to spend? How can a transaction be recorded and proof of payment be safe?
Centralised payment between individuals have to transit through
Bank to check for account balance and transfer the funds
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Fully secured peer-to-peer payment is possible using the
Bitcoin Block Chain
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What is Bitcoin? How is it related to Block Chain?
! The original point of Bitcoin was to create a currency not controlled by any central entity and that would allow peer-topeer exchanges without any intermediary
! Bitcoin is actually an application of a Public Block Chain
! Technically, the Bitcoin Block Chain is a list of all past Bitcoin transactions between individuals
! The Bitcoin Block Chain (also called Bitcoin “Ledger”) make it possible to check if an individual trying to spend a Bitcoin:
1. Actually owns that Bitcoin " made possible by authentication with a private key
2. Has not already spent that Bitcoin earlier " made possible by looking in the past in the Bitcoin Ledger
" It is of utmost importance that the Bitcoin Ledger is invulnerable to a posteriori modifications
! The consensus on the “true” version of the Block Chain at any time is reached through “mining”: periodically, a random
node of the network (the computer of a specific user) is chosen to validate the current version of the Block Chain.
! The random choice is based on calculation power. This means that a malicious individual wishing to attack the integrity
of the Bitcoin Ledger would need to be randomly selected more than half of the time i.e. would possess more than 50%
of the total calculation power of all the Bitcoin users
! Moreover as no central authority control Bitcoins creation, a system was set up to automatically regulate the system
while improving its security:
• Each time a node is chosen to validate the Block Chain, it is rewarded with newly created Bitcoins
• The reward decreases over time to slow down the pace of money creation and control inflation
" An individual possessing a very high calculation power has an actually higher incentive to participate to
the security of the Bitcoin Block Chain than to modify it for its own gain
! Besides technological aspects, the main challenge for mainstream acceptance remains the money laundering and illegal
activity vector (Cf. Silk Road)
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Bitcoin generalisation – Colored Coins applied to real world issues
! A specific cryptocurrency has to be embedded in every Public Block Chain where everyone can have access and
participate in securing the data, to incentivize security
! The perceived value of the currency has to be high enough but no central authority can guarantee the value of the
currency; the value is actually perceived through network effect,
! For now, Bitcoin has the most perceived value because of its liquidity and network effect:
• Expedia, Dell, Showroomprivé, or Microsoft Windows Store accepts bitcoin
• Bitcoin market cap: 6,2Bn$
• Recent stabilization in value

! Several applications have emerged from the Bitcoin Block Chain called ”colored coins”, which are used to store data
and represent ownership of them:
• Example 1: Factdom – Real Estate ownership
• Example 2: Follow my vote – Election voting
• Example 3: Everledger – Diamond certification to tackle insurance fraud risk
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Other applications outside Financial World
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Applications in Financial World
Currently, the actual financial applications of Block Chain are concentrated on payment-related topics.

" For instance, in 2015, Bank of America filed for 11 patents in this field, among which :
! Cryptocurrency online/offline vault storage system " online/offline wallet
! Cryptocurrency risk detection system " assess the risk of a contemplated transaction related to informations available about parties
! Cryptocurrency Real-Time Conversion System " real-time FX operations without intermediary
! Method for integrating cryptocurrency transfer on a social network interface " payments on social networks
! Synthetic genomic variant-based secure transaction devices, systems and methods " payments securisation based on genomic
information

In theory, Colored Coins could convey information of ownership of stock, bonds, or any security that currently needs
centralised book-keeping

Coupon payment on bonds
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Dividends payment or electronic vote for stocks
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From Public to Private Block Chain? 1/2
Recently, several problems rose on Bitcoin Block Chain:

! Mining is expensive to maintain (estimated cost of $600M per year), and may run into security issues because it depends
solely on the miners’ incentives
! Current scalability issue " difficulties to agree on a technical evolution between miners
! Mining power actually very concentrated which is against the very spirit of Bitcoin (see below)
Mining power distribution at end Mar 2016

" Possible solution: Private Block Chains
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From Public to Private Block Chain? 2/2
For Banking industry, the Private Block Chain is currently the most realist use of the technology:

! Allows only a trusted list of validators to control the network
! Allows to grand special accesses to regulators, central banks or third parties such as auditors, insurances, etc…
! Test in Jan & Mar 2016 with consortium of 42 banks were performed on Private Block Chains " exchange of tokens
among banks and countries
! No need for currency nor heavy computing power to reach consensus.

However, the Private Block Chain does not fullfil the potentiel of Public Block Chain:

! Need to trust the majority of validators in the network, which is not necessary in Public Block Chain
! Necessary to authorise access to the Block Chain to new entrants, which can slow down acceptance of the technology
" Example: Ripple for cross-border payments
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Focus on Smart Contracts 1/3 – General considerations
Definition: Smart Contract are computer programmes that translate the clauses of a classical contracts using a coding language
based on formal conditions
In the context of Block Chain, the main improvement is the possibility of inalterable and automatically enforceable contracts
Main actor: Ethereum - fully distributed Block Chain enabling Smart Contracts
General principles of Smart Contracts on Block Chain:
1. Parties agree on contractual terms, as for any classical contract
2. All the terms are translated into code and become a Smart Contract
3. The Smart Contract is electronically signed by both parties
4. The signed contract is included in a Block Chain to ensure that the terms can never be modified
5. The terms of the contracts are then executed automatically based on the clauses previously agreed upon
However, step 5 requires that the Block Chain is linked to other systems to enforce the contracts terms
For instance, the use of virtual money as underlying currency of a smart contract-based securitisation would allows for
automatic payment process between parties, fully mitigating servicing and commingling risk
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Focus on Smart Contracts 2/3 – Simple example
Main characteristics of smart contracts
1. Rules
2. Verification
3. Irrevocable
4. Self-execution

1. Money vs snacks
2. Automatic detection of money and number
chosen by client
3. Impossible to change the snack purchased
4. Apart from replenishment, no human intervention

Example: diamond purchase with crypto-payment* in Smart Contract:
1. Vendor and Buyer agree on the price to pay for a diamond (in cryptocurrency) and a limit delivery date
2. Buyer sends the amount to a specific account controlled by the Smart Contract
3. When the Smart Contract detects that the diamond has switched owner on the Block Chain, it releases the amount to the Vendor
4. If nothing happens before limit delivery date, the amount is transferred back to the Buyer
* might need initial and final conversion of usual currency into / from crypto-currency

! Can theoretically be applied for purchase of any material or immaterial asset that can be defined by either intrinsic properties
(stock, land, diamonds) or unique identification number (cars, …)
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Focus on Smart Contracts 3/3 – Basic examples of applications in Securitisation

1. TR transaction example: preventing fraud, calculating credit premium

2. ABS transaction example: handling payments in waterfall, keeping a
record of who owns the classes

" Other ideas of application in Securitisation business ?
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Risks for Banking System & Limits of Block Chain
Traditional banking system relies on a very centralised protocol for its business model, which could be strongly
disrupted by a generalisation of Block Chain use in all the cases where it is relevant, such as:
! Payment infrastructure & cross-border transfers
! Trade Finance
! Book-keeping
" In these applications, the removal of all intermediaries allows for cost reduction and time efficient process
" Estimation of structure cost savings: $20Bn per annum according to joint paper between Santander and
Oliver Wyman

However, a series of challenges will need to be addressed to unlock Block Chain’s full potential:
! Image issue: the image of Blockchain is improving, but link to Bitcoin and its bad reputation is still problematic
and slows mainstream acceptance
! Scalability: developments to increase scalability and cryptography technology, but at potential cost of security
and/or backward compatibility. Today, Bitcoin protocol supports 7 transactions per second, to be compared to
2,000 for Visa’s network.
! Economical model and “incentivisation”: public Block Chains depend on an incentive system to motivate
transaction verification – unclear what incentive can be defined outside crypto-currencies based Block Chains.
! Coordination on public Block Chains: when no one is responsible for the behavior and the use of a particular
Block Chain, major changes are very difficult to achieve since it requires coordination.
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Several open questions to solve before mainstream acceptance

! Is the separation of data and identity a good thing? How to avoid Money Laundering
Issues when anonymity is a requirement ?
! Will users be willing to manage the increase in complexity that comes with higher levels of
security rules associated to Block Chain? Is the operational trouble worth it?
! Will the translation of contracts into smart contracts not be too complex? How to correct
mistakes? How to amend contracts when they are “autonomous” on the Block Chain?
" Might necessitate the creation of a new position: Legal IT

! What happens if there is a loss of private key ?
" Example of several M$ worth of Bitcoins loss when hard-drive of an early Bitcoin user failed

! What legal validity has a smart contract on Blockchain? Is it legally binding and
enforceable?
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Conclusion - Summary
General underlying principle and main application
! Block Chain technology has emerged in the context of decentralised crypto-currencies.
! At end-2015, limited volumes were circulating: ~$150M/day worth of Bitcoin transactions.

Recent evolutions and initiatives in financial markets
! Recently, alternative models appeared in-between the private (current) and decentralised (Bitcoin) model, leading the way to
an infrastructure that can benefit from Block Chain technology and goes beyond just payment / crypto currencies.
! Individual initiatives of financial institutions, such as:
! Banks researching and investing in start-ups;
! Infrastructure providers such as NASDAQ LINQ allowing Block Chain-based private securities transactions.

! Significant potential of application of Block Chain in Smart Contracts

Perspective for Expertise
! So far, no specific legal framework have been set up.
! French Parliament is thinking of a specific law but no concrete rules will be voted in a near future

! From technical standpoint, Blockchain technology is promising
! Capability to certify and to date a documentation or a contract
! Low cost
! User friendly

Tangible impact should not be visible before years, but in this rapidly evolving context, Block Chain technology (notably,
Smart Contracts) which could strongly disrupt relationship between Clients and Suppliers.
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Conclusion – key points to keep in mind

1. Blockchain is a very recent technology (concept imagined in 2009) which is still evolving
very quickly.

2. Limits of Bitcoin network may have been reached. Financial actors might turn toward
Private Block Chains to solve scalability and consensus issues, but this minimizes the
value of Public Block Chain.

3. Smart Contract applications are potentially huge, but would require a large part of the
financial market and clients to join to be actually usable.

4. In the meantime, necessary to monitor evolutions and able to understand what is realistic
and what is not.

" General consensus: mainstream application are 2+ years away
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